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Turbulent shallow water flows, having a characteristic horizontal length scale much larger than the water depth,
are ubiquitous in our environment. By virtue of the large length-to-width ratio of such flows, the dynamic
and transport equations can often be treated using 2D depth-averaged equations. Due to lateral shear, largescale instabilities emerge in shallow shear flow, e.g. when a river is forced to flow around an island or a
headland. These instabilities take the form of large coherent vortical structures with dimensions many times
larger than the depth. As these structures advect downstream they may grow, due to energy supplied by the
lateral shear, decay, due to friction on the bed, and eventually disintegrate. Passive tracers, such as solutes or
suspended matter, can be trapped within these large coherent structures (LCS); therefore, the existence of such
flow structures significantly alters the scalar transport in shallow flows. Although these large-scale structures
are usually treated as two-dimensional structures, there is evidence of significant secondary motion associated
with their primarily horizontal flow field. Since the large-scale eddies are an essential part of the wake flow,
they also induce cross-sectionally circulating motion in the time-mean flow field. Two-dimensional horizontal
approximations to describe shallow flows (both analytical-numerical and physical-experimental) do not account
for such secondary currents without additional modeling.

1 LARGE VORTICES IN SHALLOW WAKES
Depending on the stability regime of a shallow turbulent wake, large-scale vortical structures induced
by the lateral shear of a cylindrical obstacle emerge
into a plane shallow near-equilibrium shear flow and
are alternately arranged analogously to a von Kármán
vortex street in the shallow wake of the obstacle. For
a vortex street-like wake instability, during a single
shedding cycle two counter-rotating large-scale vortices separate from the shoulders of the obstacle; one,
rotating clockwise, emerges into the left shear layer,
the other LCS emerges into the right shear layer of the
wake (cf. figure 1).
2 WHOLE-FIELD MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES IN SHALLOW FLOW
To study the development and fate, and especially
the associated transport capacity of mass and energy,
of LCS in turbulent shallow flows experimentally,
the shallow flow facility at the University of Karlsruhe is equipped with two planar measurement systems. From a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) sys-

Figure 1: The vortex street-like instability of a shallow turbulent wake flow behind a circular cylinder is
visualized by introducing dye into both the cylinder
boundaries. (Carmer and Jirka 2001)
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This method is based on the comparison of the magnitudes of rate-of-strain and vorticity, that makes it
a very comprehensive criterion with a good performance in quasi-2D turbulence. Flow regions, where
Q < 0, are dominated by vorticity, whereas Q > 0
indicates strain-dominated regions. Since the linear
strain in the first righthand term is negligibly small
compared to the shear strain contained in the second
term, Q reduces to the difference of the squares of
shear strain and vorticity, and thus becomes the negative second invariant of ∇u, which is a commonly
used criterion for the identification of vortical structures.

tem, we obtain horizontal velocity fields near the water surface using continuous studio light illumination instead of a pulsed laser sheet (Weitbrecht et al.
2002). In order to observe depth-averaged concentration fields, we employ a Planar Concentration Analysis (PCA) system based on video image analysis,
which is also capable of non-linear light attenuation
(Rummel et al. 2002). From a combined PIV-PCA
technique phase-resolved mass fluxes were obtained
in turbulent shallow wakes (Carmer et al. 2002).
2.1 Phase-resolved average resampling
Since for this investigation the interest is also on
the generation and downstream evolution of largescale coherent vortical structures (LCS), these quasi
2-D vortices have to be identified and to be characterized due to the longitudinal development of typical properties. Therefore, the data has to be postprocessed to provide sets of phase-resolved averaged
vector and scalar fields. The general procedure of
phase-resolved averaging makes use of the evident
periodicity of the wake flow and implies the following steps. More detail on the phase-resolved averaging as well as on its application to mass and velocity fields of a vortex street-like shallow wake flow
is provided by Carmer et al. (2002). Using phaseresolved averaged—instead of ensemble averaged—
velocity data, means to adopt a triple decomposition
into mean, periodic and random parts, eg. ui (~x, t) =
Ui (t) + up,i (~x, φ) + ur,i (~x, t), instead of a classical Reynolds decomposition into mean and fluctuating parts. So, effectively the phase-resolved averaging procedure works like a narrow adaptive lowfrequency bandpass-filter, which is adjusted to the individual frequency of each shedding cycle.
In addition, although no coincidentally sampled velocity and mass data is available from the planar measurements, we also want to study the mass transfer in
the periodic, coherent wake flow and the mass transport capacity of the LCS. Therefore, after adjusting
the phase lag, both phase-resolved averaged fields of
velocity and of tracer mass are finally cross-correlated
(Carmer et al. 2002).

3 NUMERICAL PARTICLE-TRACKING
In the laboratory, surface velocity fields can easily
be accessed in turbulent shallow flows by means of
PIV, allowing to investigate the development of timemean flow over a large spatial extent, but also allowing to educe large horizontal flow structures from
time-resolved or phase-aligned resampled flow fields.
In order to estimate the mass transport in such flow,
we apply a numerical particle tracking algorithm releasing massless tracer floats into the surface velocity fields measured by PIV, as an alternative to the
rather complicated combined PIV-PCA measurement
technique, which is restricted to the low frequency coherent flow with the current set-up. Besides examining the mass transport capacity of the LCS, which are
educed from the phase-resolved averaged flow fields,
we also include the high-frequency turbulent diffusive
transport by simple turbulent diffusion models in the
numerical particle tracking.
3.1 Procedure
For this purpose we apply a numerical particle tracking scheme, in which for the representation of the
wake flow we make use of the measured surface velocity fields instead of numerically solving the equations of motion. In the instantaneous velocity fields
we introduce massless artificial tracer floats, which
are passive to the flow and treated as conservative substances for our simulation. Nevertheless, they do not
necessarily need to be conservative, but we can also
implement time-dependent decay or a reactive model
e.g. depending on the local mass concentration. These
artificial floats can be released into the flow in arbitrary spatial and temporal configurations. We can simulate point sources or even discretized line or plane
sources located somewhere in the flow field, we can
model an instantaneous mass pulse as well as a continuous mass release at a constant or variable rate.
The objectives of a numerical particle tracking are
twofold. On the one hand, we want to elucidate the
influences of different turbulent scales on the mass
transport, which addresses the influence of different

2.2 Identification of coherent structures
From the horizontal phase-resolved averaged velocity fields (also called ”periodic” or ”coherent” part of
the flow) we can now extract the large-scale coherent vortices from the shallow wake flow. In order to
separate large eddy structures from the surrounding
small-scale turbulence (see Carmer et al. (2001) for
structure identification in shallow turbulent wakes),
we make use of the Weiss function Q (Weiss 1981)
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Figure 2 visualizes the large-scale advective transport of the numerical tracer particles for a given phase
angle φ. Since the tracer material is introduced only
into the leeward left cylinder boundary layer, only the
LCS of the left wake shear layer are charged with
floats. The numerical floats are not subjected to smallscale turbulent diffusive processes, so we can observe
the remnants of the condensed streaklines in the wake
flow very clearly. The transverse spreading of floats
across the wake within the braids is a prominent feature of the large-scale periodic vortex street-like flow,
as is obvious from these numerical particle tracking
experiments. Despite the omnipresent small-scale turbulent diffusion in shallow turbulent flow, large coherent structures induce a significant amount of transverse mass transfer, which is associated with the periodic, advective motion. In the numerical experiments
this transverse spreading along the braids also leads
to high concentrations in the opposite shear layer at
the onset of the braids behind the LCS. Since this behavior is not found in laboratory experiments, where
also turbulent diffusion acts, we can ascribe it either to
the small-scale diffusivity, to bottom friction-induced
dispersion due to depth-averaging, or, at larger scales,
to some secondary currents of the coherent flow. The
relatively thin braids show strong concentration gradients, along which the turbulent diffusion can work.
Due to this turbulent diffusivity mass is distributed
perpendicular to the braids and transported out of the
advective periodic flow motion. This mechanism may
also contribute to prevent accumulation of tracer mass
behind opposite LCS.
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Figure 2: A numerical particle tracking procedure is
applied to the phase-resolved averaged flow fields of
a vortex street-like shallow wake. Bold lines indicate
threshold values QLCS to identify the LCS, vectors
show periodic velocity components reduced by the
ambient undisturbed flow, particles are released at the
leeward left cylinder perimeter.
filter bands. Here we also include dispersive effects
due to depth-averaging. On the other hand, we want
to evaluate the general possibility of inferring from
the surface velocity fields on the depth-averaged flow
fields of momentum and mass. This question arises
from the fact, that especially in the near field of a
vortex street-like wake we have observed large-scale
flow structures revealing significant secondary currents. As such structures that induce additional depthdependent low-frequency motions can also occur in
further shallow flow configurations, this question is
of more general interest.

3.3 Small-scale turbulence modeling
Although the large-scale coherent motion in the wake
flow dominates the mass transfer in the near field, it is
not sufficient to fully explain the whole redistribution
and spreading. To cover also the 3D turbulent transport introduced by the incoherent fluid motion we
have to employ an additional small-scale transport
model for the phase-adjusted averaged fluctuations
{ur } and {vr }, which should also satisfy the smallscale shear stress distribution {ur vr } (curly brackets
denote phase-resolved averaging). There is a broad
variety of more or less sophisticated models available,
in this work we exemplify their application for two
simple stochastic and algebraic models.
As a stochastic approach we implemented a Monte
Carlo simulation. Here we assume the 3D turbulent
fluctuations to show a Gaussian distribution characterized by its mean and standard deviation. Since
the 3D turbulence intensities are not constant, but
depend on the coherent flow, we extract the coherent distributions of {uri } resolved in the phase-time
and spatial domain from the measured velocity fields.
Whereas the mean value per definitionem equals zero

3.2 Calculation of coherent transport
Since we want to compare the results from numerical particle tracking to experimental results from the
PCA, we use the phase-resolved averaged flow fields
~up as the basis for the mass transport simulation.
The diffusive transport and spreading due to smallscale turbulent fluctuations is therefore excluded from
this computation. For instance, Figure 2 shows results from a numerical particle tracking procedure applied to the phase-resolved averaged periodic velocity
fields of a vortex street-like shallow wake flow. Numerical floats are continuously released at the downstream left section of the cylinder perimeter at a constant mass flow rate ṁin . Since the periodic flow field
is repetitive, contrary to the instantaneous velocity
data we are not restricted in the time domain with the
phase-resolved resampled data. Thus, we are able to
continuously release mass into the flow, until a steady
state or equilibrium mass transport is established, i.e.
until ṁin = ṁout .
3

Following Rutherford (1994) we can estimate
the transverse spreading coefficient Dty using
0.15 < α < 0.3 in straight channels, 0.3 < α < 0.9 in
rivers, and 1 < α < 3 in meandering rivers. Dty now
includes both diffusion due to 3D turbulence and dispersion due to depth-averaged secondary currents on
the transverse spreading of the wake. Though the dispersive spreading is more related to the bathymetry
and morphology of the flow than to bottom friction,
(3) is still commonly used to estimate also the transverse dispersion. For the near field of a vortex streetlike shallow turbulent wake we choose α ≈ 1, we
could decrease this value further downstream, since
the LCS disintegrate.
In order to model the displacement of a numerical
float due to 3D turbulent velocity fluctuations, we can
define these deviations from the coherent flow field as

everywhere and all time, we computed the coherent fields of the standard deviations σ{uri } (φ, x, y).
So, for the numerical floats depending on position and phase angle we randomly draw an additional 3D turbulent velocity fluctuation and an associated displacement
from a Gaussian 
distribution

2

√
1/ 2π σ{uri } exp −1/2 {uri } /σ{uri }
. Since we

used the experimental data to configure the stochastic
model, we expect the Monte Carlo simulation from
the coherent flow field to give the same results as
the direct transport simulation from the time-resolved
flow fields provided that the Gaussian distributions
hold.
The small-scale fluctuations of each tracer particle
are determined independently in both the longitudinal and transverse direction, with the above stochastic model by drawing randomly from Gaussian distributions. Since the fluctuations in both directions
are not independent, but correlated through the smallscale shear stress {ur vr }, a turbulence model has to
capture them. In general, the easiest way is to satisfy the phase-resolved local shear stress for each individual particle, and not only for the whole ensemble of particles. Thus, we can model the {ur } fluctuation, e.g. from a stochastic approach, then determine the transverse fluctuation {vr } from the crosscorrelated phase-resolved averaged fluctuations given
by {vr } = {ur vr } / {ur }.
If we think of algebraic models for the turbulent
transport, a simple way would involve a uniformturbulent-viscosity approach
− {ur vr } = νt

∂up
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We demonstrate the implementation of the above
shear stress definition (7) resulting in two different algebraic models.
For the first solution we start with a definition of
the main turbulent velocity fluctuation

(3)

c

νt = Sct Dt = Sct α

!v

These definitions for the turbulent displacement of
numeric tracer particles reflect the local and phasetime dependent variations of the horizontal flow field.
Obviously, this set of equations, (5) and (6) closed
with (4), does not reproduce the random Reynolds
shear stress distribution. A simple solution to satisfy
Equation (2) would require {vr } = − {ur } instead
of (6), different weights for both directions could
be implemented in addition to represent horizontal
anisotrophy of the small-scale turbulence and diffusivity.
In order to cover the more 2D characteristic of the
large-scale periodic wake flow field, instead of (2)
we can also implement another small-scale turbulence
model. In analogy to the viscous shear stress, the
Reynolds shear stress is related to the shear strain rate
via the turbulent viscosity, e.g. Vreugdenhil (1994),
Schlichting and Gersten (1997),

where uup∗p = 2f defines the shear velocity, and α a
constant, which depends on the boundary conditions.
The turbulent viscosity thus becomes
r

(5)

u
∂vp u
tν ∂vp
{vr } = sign
t
∂x
∂x

which is in general an appropriate model in 2D
turbulent-boundary-layer flows with a predominant
main flow and a strong lateral gradient. Obviously, in
shallow wake flow νt = const does not hold in the
near field. Instead we follow the Reynolds analogy in
turbulent flow, i.e. Sct = νt /Dt = O(1). For instance,
if we assume a turbulent Schmidt number of 0.7 (cf.
Pope (2000) in unbounded wake flows), the turbulent
viscosity yields νt = 0.7 Dt . We close this equation by
employing a common model for the depth-averaged
turbulent diffusivity, now also including the dispersive effects due to depth-averaging.
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For this definition taken from (5) we still assume a
predominantly longitudinal flow. The easiest implementation of (7) in a numerical transport model is to
meet this requirement for the displacement of each
float in each phase interval, then
{vr } = −

νt



∂up
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p
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{ur }



For the same phase angle, all the remaining plots
show results of the numerical particle tracking procedure, as explained in the previous section. Numerical floats are continuously released at the downstream
left cylinder boundary. Instead of a single point source
it was necessary to introduce the floats from a discretized line source of length π D/4 to guarantee initial conditions as observed from the laboratory experiments. Since the surface PIV is not capable of resolving the strong 3D flow and the intense high-frequency
fluctuations in the immediate vicinity of the obstacle,
the numerical floats do not spread into the unsteady
bubble attached to the cylinder. On a gray scale we
show the surface area concentrations cf l (intended to
be a measure for the depth-averaged volume concentrations) of the numerical floats, the field concentrations are normalized with the mean initial concentration cf l,0 due to the releasing line source. Dark gray
indicates normalized float concentrations cf l /cf l,0 of
more than twice the mean initial concentration.

(9)

An algebraic model for the displacement of the artificial floats, which is included in the numerical particle
tracking algorithms, therefore consists of the equations (8), (9), and (4).
For the second implementation, following Vreugdenhil (1994), in two-dimensional flow the full
Reynolds stresses can be described similar to the viscous stresses as
ur ur = ν t

ur vr = −νt

!

,
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!
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vr vr = −ur ur

(10)

Figure 5(b) shows the result of the numerical transport simulation solely of the coherent flow field without any additional small-scale turbulence model, as
discussed in the previous paragraphs related to Figure 2. While the numerical floats advect within the
low-frequency periodic surface flow fields (neglecting
the turbulent diffusive transport also at the surface as
well as the dispersive effect due to depth-averaging),
they tend to accumulate in the convergent surface regions of the wake flow in the braids and especially at
the onset of the braids at the LCS (cf. Section 4.3).
In Figures 5(c) and (d) with a stochastic turbulence
model we also capture the random turbulent fluctuation of the surface flow to the extend to which they
could be observed with the employed PIV system.
The obtained phase-resolved averaged distribution of
floats is expected to be essentially the same as the distributions we would achieve from a numerical particle
tracking relying directly on the time-resolved velocity fields when afterwards applying a phase-resolved
resampling procedure to them. Compared to the independent stochastic modeling of {ur } and {vr } in
Figure 5(c), the correlated evaluation incorporating
{ur vr } isotropically for each particle displacement results in only a small increase of the turbulent diffusion
in Figure 5(d). Albeit we can state some improvement toward the experimental results compared to the
solely coherent transport simulation, it is obvious that
the measured surface velocity fields do not allow to
conclude for the depth-averaged mass transport of a
shallow turbulent wake flow. Especially in the convectively unstable region there are effects, which we
associate with the secondary currents of the LCS, that
prevent to derive the mass transport dynamics from
the surface flow fields, regardless whether we use the
low-frequency periodic fields or the information of

(11)

Using the normal stresses (10) we can derive another
formulation for the random velocity fluctuations in
the phase-resolved averaged flow field, which also
satisfies the shear stress definition (7).
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For the closure of (12) and (13) again we use the turbulent viscosity evaluated by (4).
4 MASS CONCENTRATION ANALYSIS
4.1 Phase-resolved transport for different models
In Figure 5 we demonstrate the effect of various
small-scale turbulence models on the numerical particle tracking scheme of the coherent surface flow
fields. For a fixed phase angle of a vortex street-like
turbulent shallow wake flow (series 18 vs06, run 1)
the horizontal velocities ~up reduced by the mean LCS
advection speed uLCS are indicated by vector arrows;
bold full contour lines indicate the threshold of the
Q value to identify the LCS. Figure 5(a) shows the
depth-averaged distribution of tracer mass experimentally observed from the PCA system. The solute tracer
is injected continuously into the upstream left cylinder boundary at mid-depth. Absolute values of the
coherent mass concentration cp are reproduced gray
scale-coded in mg/l.
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Obviously, despite for the first profile at x/D = 1 in
the LCS generation region, the numerical float distributions show a much more pronounced bifurcation
compared to the measured mass distributions. The
peak values of c/c0 are strongly overestimated with
the surface flow analysis, and the peak positions are
predicted to occur more toward the outer edge of the
wake. Furthermore, the transverse gradients ∂c/∂y
are much steeper near the boundary of the wake than
observed in the laboratory.
Whether or not we employ a stochastic or simple
algebraic model to represent also the high-frequency
turbulent diffusion and vertical dispersion with the
numerical particle tracking, this does not allow to correctly derive the spreading of mass within the wake
flow field from the surface velocity fields.
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Figure 3: The distribution of artificial floats (dotted
line), calculated from the numerical particle tracking
based on the coherent surface flow field and employing a stochastic 3D turbulence model, is compared to
the depth-averaged measured distributions of solute
tracer mass (full line). The transverse concentration
distribution c/c0 is normalized with initial scales.

4.3 Secondary motion in LCS
The divergence of the periodic flow field is defined as
∇ · ~up =

the time-resolved fields.
To overcome this problem, we have to use other
turbulence models covering also these dispersive effects of the secondary motions in the wake flow. In
Figures 5(e) and (f) we present results gained from
surface transport simulations involving the algebraic
models described in the last section. These rather simple approaches aim toward simulating the small-scale
turbulent transport together with the dispersive effects
captured in the α coefficient of νt in (4). Nevertheless,
as we can conclude from the presented figures, these
algebraic models do not suffice to incorporate dispersion due to the strongly anisotropic and inhomogeneous secondary currents, although they might be able
to cover dispersion in a plane near equilibrium shear
flow. If we intend to improve the algebraic models, it
is reasonable to evaluate one further approach. Additionally to a 3D turbulent transport model, we recommend to cover the dispersive effects especially of the
secondary flow induced by the LCS for instance by relating the secondary transport to the gradients of the
surface divergence fields analogously to a gradientdiffusion model.

∂up ∂vp ∂wp
∂upi
=
+
+
∂xi
∂x
∂y
∂z

(14)

From the two-dimensional PIV measurement system
we obtain horizontal surface velocity fields, this only
enables us to compute the horizontal parts of ∇ · ~up .
For incompressible flow without external sources
from continuity reasons we have ∇ · ~up = 0. Therefore we can conclude from the divergence of the horizontal velocity field to the vertical gradient of the
vertical velocity component, albeit we are not able to
measure the magnitude of this gradient directly.
In Figure 4 the horizontal parts of the large-scale
divergence (14) computed from the coherent horizontal velocity fields is displayed gray scale-coded for
a vortex street-like shallow wake instability (series
18 vs06, runs 1). White indicates divergent regions
with a magnitude greater than the maximum gray
scale value denoted at the color bar, black stands for
strongly convergent regions. In the vortex cores we
clearly observe divergence zones at the surface, corresponding to upwelling flow in the LCS cores. In the
region up to 5 D downstream of the obstacle, where
the generation and growth of the LCS takes place,
convergence zones are located in the shear-dominated
regions along the braids connecting the LCS. In Figure 4(b) the mature LCS decay due to dissipation induced by bottom friction, while they advect further
downstream, but still show significant divergence in
the cores of the LCS. Convergence zones outside the
LCS now concentrate at the upstream onset of the
braids to the LCS and around the streamline saddlepoints of the wake flow vector field, which is adjusted
to the advection speed of the structures here. As the
LCS disintegrate, also the horizontal divergence related to them fades away.

4.2 Ensemble-mean distribution of mass
From the time-mean fields of mass concentrations
c (x, y) normalized with the initial concentration c0 in
Figure 3 we extract transverse profiles at the downstream positions x/D = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. Depth-averaged
concentrations measured with PCA are displayed in
full lines, dotted lines indicate results of the numerical particle tracking analysis using surface velocity
fields and a stochastic small-scale turbulence model.
6

tions, implementing an appropriate dispersive model
requires a more sophisticated approach than a simple
algebraic model. We conclude that from the observed
surface velocity fields one cannot reliably infer the
solute mass transport in shallow flows dominated by
LCS.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Comparing the mass concentrations calculated from
the surface velocity fields to the depth-averaged concentrations measured with PCA, we demonstrate the
influence of secondary currents of the LCS on the
depth-averaged flow also in a shallow flow domain.
The presence of LCS has to be taken into account
in estimating the depth-averaged transport from surface flow fields. Whereas neglecting these LCS induced circulations leads to erroneous mass distribu-
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(d) Stochastic turbulence model including {ur vr }

(c) Stochastic turbulence model for ur , vr
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(e) Algebraic turbulence model (5), (6), (4)
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(f) Algebraic turbulence model (12), (13), (4)

Figure 5: Concentration of numerical floats is continuously released into the left cylinder boundary layer of the
phase-resolved averaged surface velocity fields. Together with the numerical particle tracking in the coherent
flow we employ different small-scale turbulence models to realize high-frequency fluctuations of the floats. Plot
(a) shows the measured concentration distribution, (b) a result of the numerical particle tracking solely of the
coherent flow fields, (c) & (d) the numerical particle tracking using a stochastic 3D turbulence model for u r and
vr , in (d) also accounting for {ur vr }, (e) & (f) using different algebraic turbulence models.
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